Vantage Point

Classroom Right Vs. Left:
Orient the room so that the speakers back faces the projection screen wall and faces the audience. This will dictate that the front of the room is the projection screen wall. Right and left are then decided from this prospective.

Lectern Right Vs. Left
The type of lectern is defined by the location of the sitting area from the user’s side. The two different types are labelled and depicted below.

Considerations
When placing a lectern and floor box into a classroom there are several different considerations that need to be taken into account.
Unit Dimensions

Lectern
- Width: 27”
- Length: 69.5”
- Height: 36”

Floor Box
- Width: 10”
- Length: 10”

Classroom Functions
- Primary paths of egress
- ADA access and mobility
- Screen location
  - Student view/ line of site
- Special equipment placement

Default Lectern Type and Locations
1. The default lectern is decided to be a “Left Lectern” based on the fact that there are more right-handed users than left. Since the seated section is to the left, this allows more surface room to the right for note taking.

  CLEARIFICATION: If it was reversed, then a right-handed user might have to reach across their body to utilize surface space.

2. The diagram below shows appropriate locations for each lectern type, with respect to the projection screen.

3. The type of lectern should never be relocated unless otherwise instructed. These arrangements have been placed strategically and limit the time a user will impede a viewer’s site line to the projection screen.

  CLEARIFICATION: because a user has an option to sit or stand at the seated area, it can be in front of the screen if necessary, where the computer and rack section of the lectern doesn’t allow the user the option to sit, so this is to be closest to the frame of the projection screen.)

Floor Box Locations

Minimum Dimensions are given below and should comply with ADA accessibility. These dimensions are for the location of the top left corner of the

- Against a Wall:
  - 20” from side wall
  - 51.25” from projection screen/ front wall
- Centered:
  - 12.75” from center of classroom
  - 51.25” from projection screen/ front wall

Bottom View
The following diagram shows the dimensions of the floor box with relation to the lectern. The view is down from above through the lectern.